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1665 (March 17th, 2020)

We are living in a time of  plague.
People wearing face masks are self-isolating

Hairdressers - closed, football matches postponed
Mass congregations – discouraged, banned.

This year there will be no dancing around the Maypole
Not even Ring a Ring a Roses

Women fight in shopping malls over toilet rolls
Staged by the authorities for public info?

What will become of  Glastonbury? Cancelled.
The young kids, the old folks, no rock and roll

High risk of  mortality at the Death Disco.
The pub, the Dole, it’s no show, no go

Pretty soon theatres, libraries, museums will be closed.
Doesn’t take long for food and order to run to the bone

Atishoo, atishoo, we all fall down.





Three Line Stanza Virus

I’m going to start a contagion
An infection of  words
          Aimed at this ineptitude.
I’m a carrier, pass it on
          Without washing your hands and conscience 
Deliberately voice your dissatisfaction:

‘Did you see him?
This man doesn’t know what he’s doing
To think we made him *Prime Minister.’

Of  course, this disease discourse will peak soon 
Within the bounds of  five short months 
Forgotten in the population’s amnesia.

*For ‘Prime Minister’ substitute the title ‘President.’ 
All nations applicable.





Paradox

How love appears at a time
               Of  self-isolation.

Desire fenced off from touch
               The need for physical interaction.

Love’s rewards are always fleeting
               Outweighed by today’s moon demands

The necessity of  tomorrow
               To push on like the river

To somewhere else
               The planets’ gravitational compulsion.

How to resist it all?
                Lay your own foundation?

Best to remain philosophical
                Enjoy the kiss on the run

As one moves forward
                Propelled beyond your plans and intentions.





Dog Rose

Every Spring it tears me
This bastard of  a bush.

With barbed-wire crown of  thorns
I give blood in Easter hail stones

Receive scratch stigmata through protective gloves
Talon claw nails of  an ardent lover

As a kind of  family obligation.
‘Why not take a chainsaw to it?’

Says an unsentimental neighbour
The one who scrubs lush emerald moss.

I would but clever Blackbirds nest within
This cross branch impenetrable fortress.

I can see he thinks me hippy, pathetic
I almost cried one year when fragile eggs were cracked 

By the careless gutter-cleaning roofer.
Guess what? Today I saw they are back

The mother peering at me with question mark head.
Yet birds aren’t the sole reason I tend it.



Something about such dogged persistence 
Binds me to it in grudging admiration

As it clings to my clothes, sticks to my hair.
Never a bush of  absolute beauty

I could easily forego unwelcoming presence
But fear it’s an attachment

To place and people and all the years.
A clump existence when we arrived

How it thrives beyond mere sentiment
And this garden has gifted me many poems:

The frog, hedgehog and that heron in next door’s pond.
Dog Rose – the name says it all

Half  lovely, at least for a short while
And half-coarse, rough and prickly

Giving shelter to birds in dutiful generosity
It reminds me of  a father, a daughter, a wife

Who endure through births, divisions, viruses and griefs.
I know I must never cut it down entirely.



                                                

Dig

There will be days when we stare at whitewashed walls.
Nobody can fascinate all the clockwork time
Daily life no extension of  the raised stage
Where you dazzle, tap dance twenty-four seven
Keep your partner in total angel heaven
The King of  Coins’ cloak and Empress’ crown has to be removed
Worn instead the itchy Grandad vest or an un-cute onesie.
Awe fades in the face of  over-familiarities
Kisses lose their sweet taste and short breath excitements
Poetic words replaced by profanities and silence.

What must never be allowed to happen –
The other half  blow out the essential spark of  you.
Insist you work the Tesco eight to five
Sport an impersonal Civil Service shirt and tie
When you are clearly not cut out for it
Stop you indulging those things you love to do
Minor ambitions, pastimes keep you sane:
Dancing, football, painting, playing darts for a living
Your sense of  humour, singing, the musical instrument.
Don’t let them kill off the unique best part of  you
The thing which attracted them in the first place
Because when they do it’s the end of  the both of  you.





Birthday Blues (April 6th, 2020)

Well, there’s another slate gone. Sixty-one.
And this year enough flaming wax candles
To melt an iced three tier marzipan cake
Set fire to the cards and the whole estate.

In fairness, I never thought I’d get my arse this far
The Twenty-Seven Club a distant memory.
For so long now I could never be classed
A doomed youthful visionary like Shelley

Keats, Dean, Morrison, Winehouse and Curtis
Assured their place in forever young eternity
The rest of  us inch a walking stick end.
That said, I wouldn’t swap a single breath

For their centuries sand undying fame.
The pale flame of  inglorious living
Outshines the reputations and infamies of  the dead
Their records and books and permanent good looks.





Furlough

The feral birds are nesting for the Spring
Blue Tits and sparrows flittering in the sun

The Jackdaws and Crows vie for supremacy
On redundant chimney pot heights

And Blackbirds scuttle under low thorn bushes
The brown female rejecting younger darker males

In a blur of  violent dust feathered fights.
Meanwhile, a lightly dismissed word

A virus has brought humans to near standstill
Hive activity down to a bare minimum

No respecter of  inflated reputations
Prime Ministers and former Kingpin footballers

Hospitalised. Only ‘Key workers’ labour
The rest of  us in honeycomb furlough

A euphemism for being laid off
Doing the garden, fixing beds and painting walls.

Wives and husbands drive each other to distraction
‘Who the hell is this stranger I married?’

The lover and potential suitor put on hold 
Until everything gets back to normal

For the moment it feels like it never will
Though all around flowers come into colour –



Violets, white and yellow daffodils
Tulips, Glory of  the Snow, Forsythia in bloom

Names of  plants I once couldn’t be bothered to learn
Nature’s long-standing, deep rooted affirmation

Know in your heart life will get better soon.



Easter Sunday 2020

This morning walking his Border Terrier
He heard arriving care workers

Talking in low hushed respectful voices
At a door of  the old folk’s sheltered housing.

Passing, he saw through a window a medic
High-viz yellow jacket

Standing, attending.
Just a glimpse, could be nothing

And thankfully none of  his business
Reluctant morbid curiosity? He hurried on.

Minutes later, a gravestone grey van
Two undertaker men with white face masks

Crossed his path in the deserted Square
Then waited in the funeral parlour doorway

Until he’d walked past to eject
A silver wheeled stretcher slab contraption

Out of  courtesy and to spare his feelings?
Easter Sunday and death is a serious business

When an invisible killer storm is raging
Closing shops, schools and all the Churches

And only half  the Town Hall clocks are working.





Stuff

It’s tough to throw out served its purpose stuff
When an undersized mildewed t-shirt is a gig

You went to with the now grown up kids
The tears in your eyes isn’t just the dust

That greying moth-eaten pearl coloured dress
Is the one you were married in

The big green crispy hat worn for the Christening
And joy of  heartstring joys

Baby cut its first teeth on this soft
Blood-juice spit stained toy.

Sad how the past accumulates
In mice gnawed carrier bags:

A foxed instamatic of  Ma and Pa
Weighs you down like stone in the heart.

A log jam room of  congealed memories
In which you can no longer move

Unpicking it and them takes more time
And a certain degree of  brave intimacy

Than driving junk to the dump
Recycling preferable to killing reminisce.



Stuffing rags into the cold metal roller machine
Guilt’s a woman watching from across the street

Accusing you of  betrayal, not being a good mum
But in essence she’s a prisoner too

We’re all Miss Havisham, cobwebs and chandeliers
The wife in the attic in Jane Eyre.

Try to say goodbye to their childhood and adolescence
In discarded ballet shoes and Doc Martens

Which you can’t ever bring yourself  to do
A lived life is not a train which finally departs

For a new town in sun gold shrouded hills
Good and bad you will always carry the past

Like salvage in your head and heart.



Pandemic Shebeen

I suppose at this time of  pandemic
Breaking lockdown makes folk redneck outlaws
Along the hidden paths amongst the trees
At the river’s edge a makeshift shebeen.

But they’re young men and don’t like being told
How they should behave in this ‘police state’
Drinking and smoking, making inane jokes
Their birth-right physical and moral freedom

Beyond being permanently at home
With one controlling run or walk a day
Listening to that government voice drone
About ‘Saving the NHS,’ ‘Staying Safe’

Right down to that fat profit grocer bloke
How everyone is a bleeding hero
Not enough to give them proper PPE
And when it’s all over a decent wage.



Twilight: Birdsong

Twilight: and two blackbirds
Are singing tree to tree
Calling and listening to each

Golden light, spring leaf
Tree height, green proximity
Full throated call and reciprocity.

Unlike you and me
Neither singing, calling or listening
Though not much of  a distance

Between us as birds fly
In the gold pinking sky.

All the modern forms of  communication
A gulf
            From you to me
                      Me to you.

Twilight: and two blackbirds
Are singing tree to tree
Calling and listening to each

If  they can sing, why can’t we?



Delivery (April 27th, 2020)

The delivery man has a black face mask
More accustomed to death the Undertaker – none

No flowers, no uniforms, wearing civilian denim
Standing on the pavement unloading the van

Back to front, wrapped in smooth polythene –
Dull unvarnished wood without accoutrement

To meet the Care Home spike demand
The fresh supply of  coffins being brought in?

Walking on past the Co-op food queue
He feels like Samuel Pepys in 1665

Records these grim details for posterity
Deeper than rainbows across bedroom windows

Staying at home for England and Scotland.
Somebody told him the lockdown

Would lead to more creativity
Like deciding who lives and dies

In an overworked Intensive Care Unit?
Twelve beds for sixteen breathless patients

Two ventilators between them
The weakest left outside in the corridor

Nobody to fight their corner existence
With relatives in total absence.

This information you can’t relay to children
But we should learn to walk with our eyes wide open.





Letter (April 28th, 2020)

When did he ever receive a handwritten letter?
And this the second, on the flat’s mat
Anna’s first in the full flush of  sex and love:

Recalling the start of  the lockdown
Sitting on the park bench together
The enclosed Easter card and poems

How Charles her husband threatened to throw her out
Confiscate her mobile phone – posh twat
If  she continued to text and see him.

But now her words a retreat
Though her feelings hadn’t diminished
She had to think of  the children

In spite of  hubby’s selfish behaviour:
Flying with friends to a skiing weekend
When the infection was spreading

Concealed by wealth and good manners
One rule for the toffs
Another for the masses.

Reading on he thought: Fair enough
Understood why she’d want to hold things together
And she’d be unsure of  his own motives

Her proposed moving in left him feeling uneasy
After all he had grown kids too
Knew how it would affect, impact on them

This was familiar territory
Yet how could such an intelligent woman
Be so open to marital pressure, suggestion?



Going into extreme isolation
Government and husband seemed synonymous.
Of  course, there was their shared property

A sumptuous inheritance to consider
Why did it always come down to comfort and money?
Thank God he’d held back a bit of  himself

He’d foreseen this eventuality.
Sitting at home reading Lucky Jim and Virginia Woolf
Catching up with books he’d never had time to read

Tidying, planning a new exercise regime
Thinking of  all the words he hadn’t written.
Could be much worse, there were people out there dying.



Extended Furlough Haikus

The tap is dripping
The dog has furrowed her brow
The cars are silent

No one risks driving
It’s said the sky stares bluer
Nature has retrenched

Art’s shrieked a comeback
Rainbows mural house windows
The blackbirds whistle

Transport worms in beaks
To nests hidden in the bush
The cat starts prowling

Reverting to type
Itching a return to work
Like torn town tradesmen

Wives walk the pathways
Wonder who is this husband?
Why did we marry?

Nothing in common
Normality means distance
Decant your blessings

Could be candle worse
So long as the kids are fine
Glad to be alive

Blood sun is shining
The driest Spring on record
River runs pulse low



Wearing a face mask
Wave to parents through windows
Press red lips to glass

Five o’clock newscast
Medics and politicians
Skip around questions

Death toll still rising
But the graph troughing downwards
There’s five key targets

And we all know why –
The risk of  a second spike
Protect NHS

Behind suffering
Are we in this together?
There’s profiteering –

Eggs, pasta and bread
But be careful what you say
Some will get upset

Lack of  PPE
Care Homes are desolated
The worst in Europe

Who suffers the most?
The poor and the vulnerable
That’s always the way

Thousands now testing
Talk of  carrying an App
Bluetooth who you’ve met



Nineteen Eighty-Four?
Wash your hands, don’t touch your face
Not all over yet

The tap is dripping
The dog has furrowed her brow
The cars are silent.





75th Sky (May 9th, 2020)

Spread wide like a crumpled envelope.
Late evening disappearing twilight and
A giant grey night sky has formed.
Massed clouds press down an electric blanket heat

Paradox portent of  something stirring
Outreaching Spring’s lighthouse beam
Cheering crowds and war’s surface vanities.
Timeless as the planets and stars

Moon tide drift of  all the oceans
Continental shelves and tectonic plates
Seasonal feeding birds and green leaved trees
Hatch, occur, fissure, begin.

Snails impelled by showering rain
Summer is coming about like insect love
Of  flowers and pollination
Animal desire for reproduction

After controlled social isolation.
Nothing can stop its compulsion
Wind seed inevitable as dandelion
Under this twilight deathly doubting sky.



Sleepy Town (May 13th, 2020)

This is a sleepy country
This is a sleepy town

Here we gut fish quietly
Weave with a silent frown

Trust the established order and rules
Never question the powers that be

Accept the tweed warp and weft of  life
The Church, the Laird and worthy cliques.

Death in care homes?
‘It is what it is

We’ve just got to get on with it’
A conservative nation with a small c.

This is a sleepy country
This is a sleepy town

If  you say too much, rock the Medusa raft
You’ll be greeted with an ‘aye, aye’ frown

Called ‘some man’ and ‘pal’
And worse ‘a stupit clown.’



All Together Now (May 14th, 2020)

The Lockdown
                The Pandemic
The Virus
                The Crisis

Has reinforced the notion

That advertising
                     and
                     Politics
Are synonymous –

Bold lettering on a yellow background
The news in bastardised haikus:

PROPAGANDA/MISINFORMATION/SOCIAL CONTROL.





Saved (19th May, 2020)

The lockdown had saved her marriage. For now.
Their marriage. How could she be so selfish?
So self-absorbed, she admonished herself
Guilt and rebuke how they weighed heavily
The story of  her adult life really.

Her parents had instilled this lack of  assertion
Cold and rigid how Charles exploited it
In his quiet, effacing, conniving way
Butter wouldn’t melt Churchy
Imbued by his own feudal lineage –

Fake modesty, confident entitlement.
From the start Anna hadn’t fancied him
Not in the swooning, screaming orgasm sense
Telling him that would prick his balloon.
Not that Charles was a bad man. He was a good man.

She knew it. Everybody knew it.
Handsome, but he could be rather annoying
Controlling, strangely passive aggressive
When she spoke his metal shop shutters banged down.
‘He only wants you for sex’ Charles had said

Uncharitably she thought. It diminished him.
And then the prolonged isolation
Yes, it had almost certainly saved her marriage.
But what to do now its lifting was imminent?
The nightmare scenario: What if  he didn’t want her?

And the children, oh God, the children
The guilt overwhelmed her like water
What could she do other than stay with Charles?
At least until the lockdown was over.
Postponing the moment of  crisis – The First Minister.





The Graph Line is Down (May 21st, 2020) 
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When Will the Refuse Centre Re-open? (May 22nd, 2020)

There’s a rat out the back
A rat, a rat

A rat-a-tat-tat.

How can so many celebrities
Out of  their perpetual limelight

Stuck at home, on-line glued
Repeat such bland mantras and platitudes?

There’s a rat out the back
A rat, a rat

A rat-a-tat-tat.

And all the Governments
Use the daily virus updates

To peddle, excuse scant
Underfunded policies

On transport, environment and law and order
Pull the wool over the public’s eyes

With evasion, statistics and porky pies?
Open violation of  social isolation

By the Prime Minister’s personal aide
No wonder so many people have died.

There’s a rat out the back
A rat, a rat.

A rat-a-tat-tat.









Season (27th May, 2020)

Seasons’ beginning and valediction
Without any pause or punctuation

Like the contagion May is almost over
But along the river and pathways

A profusion of  wildflowers has bloomed
Rather slowly for this the driest Spring

So homegrown blackberries haven’t come to much
And the gooseberries this year very small

But dandelions and May blossom Hawthorn
Leap to life amongst perfect greenery

With red Rhodies, pink and white Bluebells, orange poppies
Nature’s aberrations and importations

Building blocks and periodic tables
All manner of  unnameable simples

Display their heads, faces and finery
After these long years still take the breath away

A magical trick which shouldn’t surprise
Those who have survived untold past summers

This just the flora, look further – the fauna:
Badgers and blackbirds, foxes, swallows and oystercatchers

Reaffirm the lush season in good faith
Spread the seed word life must, will go on.





Political Advisers’ All-Time Seven-a-Side Select

                                           Cardinal Wolsey

                                            T Cromwell
T More                                                                          F Walsingham 

P Mandelson                                                                    A Campbell

                                            D Cummings

Subs:
Torquemada
Machiavelli

                                                                                             





We Want our Lives Back (June 1st, 2020)

Pity and horror in equal measure
Is an overcrowded West Coast beach
This desperate need for human contact
Fear of  catching, spreading the disease.

We want our lives back
To be able to hug and kiss loved ones
Walk into a care home minus protective clothing
Roam in the Cairngorms without a government warning
To be free to do the things we wouldn’t wish to do.

We all want our lives back
But what are our lives?
Apart from illusory anticipation
Of  things getting, being better?
The right to make the same mistakes over and over?
Enjoy our short-lived victories
Waiting for hesitant lovers to make their minds up?
 
Life’s writing with a scratchy pen
That’s running out of  ink
Carrying a phone which demands constant recharging
A disconnected, shuddering on-line link.

We all want our lives back
Of  Presbyterian gloom, High Church rain and Catholic grief
Disappointments, fleeting joys and frustrations
The mirage of  personal liberty
Reality of  poverty, racism and unfulfilling jobs 
If  we can manage to hold on to them
Our destruction of  the ecosystem.
We want our lives back? 





Driving Home (1st June, 2020)

After throwing the junk

     Into the trailer in the dump

She feels exhilarated, relieved

     A giant burden lifted.

Only later

     As she is falling asleep

Does she see

     The computer

                             The luggage-case

They took to Greece

     In her mind

Framed like shimmering sarcophagi

     The nostalgia which

Makes her want to

     Cry.



Floorboards (4th June, 2020)

Through the floorboards

of  the second floor flat

here in Selkirk, Scotland

a small sleepy Border town

with its own thick hard-wired ancient walls

silent prejudices and grievances 

lifestyles, Estates built on slavery

he can hear crossing the Atlantic

via digital flat screen TV

a rumbling black American female voice

passionately deep and richly indignant

calling out to the world, a system in turmoil

sitting at home with no excuses not to listen

‘Black lives matter!’

              Exclamation mark.



Statue Outrage (9th June, 2020)

      Some
 people  seem 
more outraged
  by a bronze 
    statue
    which
doesn’t breathe
being dragged 
 to the ground,
   than the 
transportation
of  84,000 slaves, 
or a black man, 
 George Floyd,
    dying, 
    choked 
     on the 
     street
     at the
     knees
       of
     the
     Police. 





Some People are on the Piss (10th June, 2020)

The people are in their houses
Above the chimney pots grey smoke rises

The planned blueprint streets – deserted.
It is eerily quiet.

Except for shared breath mask-less drinkers and addicts
Everyone is still obeying the decree.

To the letter.
This is not England

Where they think the pandemic’s all over
This is Scotland

Here folk respect cautious authority –
The Government, the Church, the Police.

Though they don’t know or admit it
Unlike Rob Roy, William Wallace and Begbie

The rebellious Scot raising his kilt
To display, assert his tartan manhood

Is a collective fantasy
Stitched to myth by Scott, Gibson and Welsh

Violence and revelry as a form of  patriotism
Permitted release at Hogmanay

Old Firm encounters and the Common Ridings.
Any dubious history is comforting



To those who feel they may be losing something
A deep-rooted perception of  themselves

As civilising Empire builders
Freedom fighters and Romantic poets.

History is often a construction.
In our minds we can be all and none of  these.

‘Students pulling down statues (will Mungo’s follow?)
‘Leads to total anarchy’

An outraged ex-teacher instructs me
Is not really part of  the Scots’ psyche

Unless you’re from Glasgow
Parts of  Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Hawick.

Well, maybe not Hawick.
Some people are just taking the piss.

                                                                                             



Endgame, Beginning (June 15th, 2020)

A fledgling jackdaw drops
Down the chimney this morning
Appears like confectionery 
Soft feathered fairground toy
Ejected by a machine.

New to this alien situation
Sudden imprisonment
Flaps wings in blind panic
Brushes against ornaments
Craps and stains the curtain.

I usher it to the window
Struggle to lift the locks
Show it open means of  escape
Looks at me suspiciously 
As if  for sympathy

Black beady eyes and sleek head
Half  wanting to be captured
Half  needing to be free
I nudge it along the ledge
Shoo it through the gap

Flies across sky into the blue.
I know it will fall down the chimney again
Make the same mistake
Because that’s what young things do.

  



Kicking off (16th June, 2020)

The young kids
   Are kicking off:
High-pitched male and female voices
   Scream into the night
Keep old folks awake.

This imprisonment
   Deep frustration, mental torture
Has gone on too long
   They want to get on with their lives
Of  no hope prospects, drink and drugs failure?

Police cars screech
   Race to the Estate
As they did the night before
   Stand on corners
Ersatz social workers

In black beetle protective shields
   Reason with faceless nameless hoodies
Into the night
   Keep the lid on
The Stay at Home pressure cooker.



A Late Arrival (18th June, 2020)

I dream of  a giant mouse
Under the floorboards

Biting, chewing through wood
Then awake with a jolt to

A loud ringing in my ears
High-pitched like tinnitus.

Yesterday I couldn’t taste chocolate
Spat a little blood

But that’s not uncommon
If  I brush teeth too hard.

I’ve a lip cold sore and ulcered gums
And my distance hearing is muffled

My shorter overloud with static
Both come from the wrong direction

The kettle sounds as if  it’s boiling in the fridge.
Fuck, I’m deaf  in my right ear.

‘This virus is a killer’
First Minister’s face and rhetorical flourish hand

Appears Messianic in my mind
Am I having a panic attack?

How do I get a test?
Need I go online?

Can I maintain distancing
Without feeling imprisoned?



Now hot and a sore throat.
What day is it? Must secure milk and bread.

Should I risk going to the shop
Or phone my ex-wife instead?

                                                                                             



Getting a Test (I8th June, 2020)

Getting a test is easy
If  you can afford a laptop or smart phone
Why do they assume everyone has them?
Survival can come down to the colour of  your plastic.
Pandemic paints the world’s inequalities
Poses the question – are we really free?

Eventually you take your passport ID
And emailed certificate of  authentication
Roll up to the rugby ground car park
Concrete and weeds blending soldier’s camouflage
At the bereft council issue square table –
Sandhurst’s graduate crème de la crème.

So this is what they mean by the panacea statement
‘Send the army in to sort it out’ –
A blue-eyed boy officer and two kids straight out of  school.
They’re capable and polite, doing their best Brit bit
But with the night after the ex-London Mayor’s show feel to it
Half-cocked conceived too late like his Test and Trace App. 

Judging by the website slots available
We’re the only two people getting tested today.
Self-swab tonsils and nostril is a cringe-making task
Then snap the thin white stick into the red fluid flask
Screw the sample top back on tight
Seal in a grey plastic bag, check phone details are right.

Don’t want to do that ever again.   





Test Result (19th June, 2020)

There’s poetry and relief
And immeasurable good fortune

Seeing the word

Negative

Slip by on a screen
In an electronic email

A word denied to so many people.

                                                                                             



Shopping Masque 

To be fair the test result comes quick.

Later drive around to the fiefdom of  ASDA.
For once Prime and First Minster agree
But apart from staff hard to believe

In the whole of  the football pitch sized store
Only two people are wearing a mask
And one of  them is me.

                                                                                             



This is a Government Announcement 
(Or Hancock’s Half  Hour)

You have all worked tirelessly
You shielded, isolated heroically 
Made glorious sacrifice up and down the country
You have been extremely patient
We are going forward together.

You are all heroes
And this is a great opportunity
There is no room for negativity or complacency
There will be a levelling out in society
Of  poverty and racial inequalities 
You will be rewarded
With the black hole of… 

       Mass Unemployment
Restructuring, Reduced pay and Conditions

Statuary social care – cut
With untold restrictions in your lives.
          Thanks for listening.

Be Careful, Be Cautious, But not too Anxious



                                                                                             

We Want Our Lives Back, Reprise
(Sometime after the 18th June, 2020)

We want our lives back of  cheap Aldi gin
Mosh pits, Wimbledon, Epsom Downs, Dame Vera Lynn.
But now she’s dead we’ll never meet again. 

                                                                                             



Let’s Hear it for (5th July, 2020)

Let’s hear it for the living and the dead:
The nurses, the teachers, carers, shop workers

This month they’re in Vogue
Next issue in furs, come Winter - back in tears

The cleaners, bakers of  bread
Those in furlough feeling unloved

Who let their beards and hair grow
Everyone a hero.

The sweetshop, sweatshop owners
Plasma donors, old soldiers

The inmates, the ingrates
Your Mum and Dad

Next door’s neutered cat
The mouse in the trap

That wasp buzzing around the garden
The beetles and the bees

How could we forget the beetles and bees?
They’re both key workers.

My dog’s fleas, MP’s, MSP’s, Police and thieves
The poet dreamers, the non-believers

The optimists, pessimists and cynics, ME
Premiership managers taking the knee, nice to see.

The profiteers, the advertisers
The deceivers, the deceived

The laid off stabbed in the backs
Scoundrels hiding behind patriotic face masks



The drinkers, the thinkers
I’m alright Jacks

The laid off stabbed in the backs
Scoundrels hiding behind patriotic face masks

The bankers, the wankers
The one per cent who aren’t so bright

But always in the limelight right
Making life and death decisions

Dismantling the economy and culture
For their own sitting pretty self-centred ends

Let’s hear it especially for them.   
 

                                                                                             







         A Piece of  Pizza

                 
                                                   Sitting in the restaurant  
                                            newly opened after the lockdown.
                                       He eating pizza, her the fish pie.  To
                                  get him here she’d posted the old photos
                            on facebook of  the kids, the love hearts in the
                         window with their names unified 
                  surrounded by perfect white turtle doves.
                 Yes, they were still together. 
                 Faces pressed, smiling for Instagram
                    and Twitter. Only when she asked for 
                            a taster of  his pizza and he declined
                                  did she realise her slice of  life pie    
                                       – a big fat lie.
                                                How she was still in denial.

                                                                                             









Another Freedom Deer

As I stop running through the wood to take your text
And you request my address to forward the photographs

Out of  the bush, a thrum gallop of  hooves
Click of  my eye a camera shutter

Captures mid-flight shooting across my path
A kid deer, red as a spaniel dog

Takes away our breath, hearts flutter
When it speeds on away into the trees.

Texting back, you say this theme will develop
Once I see your enclosed images.

Open the attachment – your deer is black and white dead
The same size as my deer but laid flat

Like my deer met by chance accident.
At the risk of  overegging the pud

On the day I receive The Treaty of  Arbroath book
How animals remind me of  people

Hard won freedoms, personal and political.
How like life they must be cherished.   
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